The effect of room temperature on dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry.
There has been little published data on the effects of temperature on the performance of dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) machines. We examined the effect of changes in ambient room temperature on the performance of three DXA scanners (DPXL, Expert-XL and Prodigy). The study involved repeat measurements of bone mineral density (BMD) using three different spine phantoms scanned at different ambient room temperatures, both before and after calibration procedures. The calibration or quality assurance (QA) scan calibrates the scanner, adjusting for the ambient room temperature at the time of calibration. There was a moderate correlation between change in temperature and change in BMD measured prior to recalibration for the Expert-XL ( r=0.58) during normal clinical scanning conditions. There was no observed change in phantom BMD with change in temperature measured using the DXPL or Prodigy. After temperature change, without repeat calibration measurements, there was a strong correlation between temperature change and change in BMD measured using the Expert-XL ( r=0.96, p<0.001). From the regression equation, a change of 2.5 degrees C could alter the calculated BMD result measured by the Expert-XL by 1.5%, which would significantly affect the precision of the DXA system. There was no significant correlation between temperature and BMD in the DXPL or Prodigy. The observed differences between the densitometers and the effect of temperature change are most likely due to the differing types of detector systems used. Operators must be made aware that solid state detectors of the sort used in the Expert-XL (charge-coupled devices, CCDs) are significantly affected by changes in ambient room temperature.